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RESEARCH CONTRACT CON-CLINTR Clinical Trial PAF RESEARCH RESEARCH
This is a type of contract specifically to undertake clinical trial 
work where the funder is not a commercial organisation. It covers 
all clinical trials work not managed via Glasgow Biomedicine.

RESEARCH CONTRACT CON-GLABIO Glasgow Biomedicine Clinical Trials PAF RESEGBCT RESEARCH
 This is a type of contract to undertake commercial  clinical trial 
work e.g. a pharmaceutical company sponsoring a trial.  This 
usually involves the NHS.  

RESEARCH CONTRACT CON-RES Research Contract PAF RESEARCH RESEARCH
A contract for research work funded by an external organisation. 
Standard or non-standard commercial terms may apply.

RESEARCH DONATION DONATION-R Donation for Research PAF RESEINC RESEARCH
A donation of funds for research purposes.  This may be for a 
given field or more general.  There will be no terms or conditions 
associated with it. (see description for DONATION-O).

RESEARCH GRANT GRANT-RES Research Grant PAF RESEARCH RESEARCH

A grant will tend to be made under standard (funder) non-
commercial terms.  They are generally low risk to the University of 
Glasgow.
A grant may have a lot of terms and conditions, and therefore 
look like a contract, but if there are no legal
implications with regard to failure to comply, it is a grant and not a 
contract.

RESEARCH SERVICE SERV-MTAIN Material Transfer-In Agreement PAF

ACCOUNT CODE 
IN FINANCE 

SYSTEM 
REQUISITION 

IDENTIFIES ANY 
PAYMENTS MADE 

BY GU

N/A

Description and terms relating to research materials sent from a 
third party to GU.  Usually there is no payment but it is possible 
that there will be a charge.

RESEARCH STAFFPOST STF-FELLOW Fellowship PAF RESEARCH RESEARCH

Payment for a staff member at the University who is undertaking 
research.  
The funding may be through a formal Fellowship scheme (e.g. 
the Royal Society).
The funding may be tied to a particular individual.
The outgoing equivalent of a fellowship is a secondment.

OTHER-INC STDNTSHIP STDNT Studentship PAF GFRTSG GENERAL FUNDS
Research studentship financed by a body which is not a 
Research Council. 

RESEARCH STDNTSHIP STDNT-VAC Vacation studentship PAF RESEARCH RESEARCH
Sponsorship of a student for research outwith term time, usually 
over the summer.

OTHER-INC AGREEMENT AGR_LICIN Licence In
CONTACT 
R&E FOR 
ADVICE

N/A

A licence for the University to use the intellectual property of a 
third party.  We do not record the cost of this on the Research 
System - that would be recorded on the Finance System as 
expenditure.  However the Research System may be used to 
record the existence of the licence as part of a project and store 
reminders about obligations e.g. requirement to renew.  This 
award type is seldom used on the Research System please 
contact R&E for advice if you wish to record a licence in via the 
Research System.

OTHER-INC AGREEMENT AGR_PROPT Property Agreement N/A

OTHER-INC AGREEMENT AGR-ARTICL Articles of Association N/A

This type of agreement is made between members of a company 
and outlines how it will operate.  It defines the companies 
constitution setting out the rules by which the company is 
internally governed. It is a public record and acts as a legal 
contract between the shareholders.

OTHER-INC AGREEMENT AGR-CEXPLT Company Exploitation N/A
OTHER-INC AGREEMENT AGR-CFORM Company Formation agreements N/A
OTHER-INC AGREEMENT AGR-COLLAB Collaboration N/A
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OTHER-INC AGREEMENT AGR-INVEST Investment Agreement N/A

Also known as Investor Agreement.  This outlines what say each 
party (shareholders, investors, founders, and the company) has 
in how the company is run.  It is usually a more detailed working 
document for use between the share holders and is not a public 
document.  It should be read in conjunction with the Articles of 
Association.  

OTHER-INC AGREEMENT AGR-MEMUND Memorandum of Understanding N/A

A mutual agreement between a number of parties who are 
committed to working together for an agreed purpose. Includes 
termsheets and heads of terms. Used to outline main areas of 
agreement and might include details of the parties involved and 
the nature of their involvement, the purpose and strategy of the 
project, equity split/investment, management structure, IP 
provisions and anticipated exit.  Often content of such 
agreements is not legally binding however sometimes certain key 
clauses are e.g. choice of law, exclusivity and confidentiality.

OTHER-INC AGREEMENT AGR-REVSHR Revenue Share N/A

An agreement that details how revenue e.g. from a licence will be 
shared.  There is a University policy that is normally applied 
hence these agreements are rare exceptions.  Some exist for 
inventions that precede the creation of the policy.  It may also be 
used to detail revenue share between GU and third parties with 
GU then applying GU policy to that share that comes in to the 
University.

OTHER-INC AGREEMENT AGR-SPONSR Sponsorship Agreement N/A

OTHER-INC CONTRACT CON-EDU For Educational projects PAF

GFEMKD (IF SFC 
FUNDED)

OSROTHER (IF 
NOT SFC 
FUNDED)

COMMERCIAL

Funding received for an educational project, such as teaching 
infrastructure, development
 of teaching materials or techniques, or the support of educational 
systems. 

OTHER-INC DONATION DONATION-O
Donation for General Academic 
Purposes

PAF OSROTHER COMMERCIAL

A donation of funds for use for general academic purposes, in a 
given field or more generally.  
There will be no terms and conditions associated with a donation, 
which is what distinguishes it from a grant.  
Note that some donations may be sought, so there may be an 
'application' process or negotiation.  
 There are no terms and therefore no possibility of 
comeback, but note that GU may not accept all donations 
e.g. would probably not accept a donation from a tobacco 
company or a political donation.  If the purpose of the donation is 
mainly research classify the activity as DONATION-R. If there is 
very limited or no research classify as DONATION-O.  
Note that sometimes donors ask for anonymity and to respect 
this their details will therefore not be specified on the Research 
System.

OTHER-INC GRANT GRANT-CULT Cultural engagement PAF OSROTHER COMMERCIAL

Examples include Scottish Museums Council grants for 
rearticulation of elephant trunk, insect cabinet restoration, re-
storage and cataloguing of displays, conservation which are done 
in support of research and public displays.

OTHER-INC GRANT GRANT-EDU For Educational projects PAF OSROTHER COMMERCIAL
Funding received for an educational project, such as teaching 
infrastructure, development of teaching materials or techniques, 
or the support of educational systems.

OTHER-INC GRANT GRANT-ERDF ERDF PAF OSROTHER COMMERCIAL

Non-research grant (Funding received from EU under its 
Economic and Regional Development Fund scheme. )  This 
should technically be a funding scheme but has a separate award 
classification to facilitate reporting.
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OTHER-INC GRANT GRANT-FC Grant from a Funding Council PAF GFEMKD COMMERCIAL
Mostly Scottish Funding Council awards for Research and 
Educational Projects.

OTHER-INC STAFFPOST STF-HONOR Honorarium PAF OSROTH COMMERCIAL

Payment  to an individual for personal activity that is not classified 
as consultancy.
 e.g. Editor of a Society or Journal.  
It might be a 'thank you' fee for a service which has no formal 
payment. 

OTHER-INC STAFFPOST STF-STAFF Funding for specific Staff Post PAF OSROTHER COMMERCIAL

The funding of an academic or other post by an external 
organisation, where the post 
is not solely for research and related activities.  If the post were 
wholly or primarily for 
research purposes, it would be classified as a 'Fellow'.  
(The staff member is from the external organisation.(IN to GU))  A 
lectureship is probably research i.e. FELLOW unless it is 
specifically limited to teaching in which case use STF-STAFF.

OTHER-INC STDNTSHIP STDNT-CASE CASE studentship PAF GFRTSG GENERAL FUNDS

These research studentships are part-funded by Research 
Councils and part by companies.
 There must be some company funding for a CASE studentship 
to be awarded.

OTHER-INC STDNTSHIP STDNT-INTC Intercalated Studentship PAF GFRTSG GENERAL FUNDS
Funding for an intercalated studentship 
(i.e. where an undergraduate student undertakes a taught 
degree)

OTHER-INC STDNTSHIP STDNT-RC Research Council Studentship PAF GFRTSG GENERAL FUNDS
Research student sponsored by a Research Council.  
This includes Doctoral Training Accounts, which provide bulk 
funding for quota studentships.

OTHER-INC GUFUND GUFND-ALLC GU Allocation PAF
GFEMKD/ 

GFEMKCPDPTIG
COMMERCIAL

The internal allocation of GU funds, in particular funds generated 
via an external formula (e.g. SRIF).
(money from SRIF (Science Research Investment Fund - funding 
scheme under Scottish Funding Council)).  If money has already 
been counted as income to GU we use this category to allocate 
parts of it to individual projects to avoid double counting of 
income.

OTHER-INC GUFUND GUFND-FHLD Holding Account  N/A
Finance Office Holding Account for Finance Office Use.

SERVICES AGREEMENT AGR-ASSGTN Assignation N/A
SERVICES AGREEMENT AGR-CONFID Confidentiality N/A
SERVICES AGREEMENT AGR-FACL Facilities Agreement N/A

SERVICES AGREEMENT AGR-LICN Licence Agreement PAF OSRROY COMMERCIAL

An agreement that details how technology or know how that is 
owned by the University is to be managed by a third party.  May 
include details of royalties to be paid, stage payments, and term 
of licence.

SERVICES AGREEMENT AGR-LICOPT Licence Option PAF OSRROY COMMERCIAL
An Agreement that a licence may be obtained in future subject to 
certain conditions.  Often this is a clause in a research contract 
rather than a separate agreement.

SERVICES AGREEMENT AGR-SUBSCR Subscription Agreement N/A This is the same as AGR-INVEST and is merged with this.

SERVICES CONTRACT CON-KTP Knowledge Transfer Partnership PAF OSRTCS COMMERCIAL

Research project funding in which a third party (often an SME) 
and the 
University work together. This scheme was previously know as 
the Teaching Company Scheme (TCS). It is actually a funding 
scheme but has a separate award type to facilitate reporting.

SERVICES CPD CPD-ACCRED CPD Accredited course CPD OSRCPDACC COMMERCIAL
This code is for CPD courses that are accredited by the 
University.  It is rarely used on the Research System as CPD 
accredited courses are managed via Student Registry.
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SERVICES CPD CPD-CONF CPD Conference CPD OSRCPDCONF COMMERCIAL This code is used for conferences for professional development.

SERVICES CPD CPD-NON-AC CPD Non-Accredited course CPD OSRCPDNACC COMMERCIAL
This code is for non-accredited or short courses for professional 
development.  Often these are quite specialist courses.

SERVICES CPD CPD-SHRTCS CPD Short Courses CPD OSRCPDNACC COMMERCIAL
Superceded do not use.  If you have a question please contact 
R&E.

SERVICES CPD CPD-TRAIN CPD Training CPD OSRCPDNACC COMMERCIAL
Superceded do not use.  If you have a question please contact 
R&E.

SERVICES EVENT EVT-CONF Conference CPD OSRCONF COMMERCIAL
This code is for a conference that is not of a professional 
development nature e.g. could be attended by the general public 
for interest.

SERVICES EVENT EVT-SHRTCS Short Course CPD OSRSHCRS COMMERCIAL
This code is for a short course that is not of a professional 
development nature e.g. could be attended by the general public 
for interest.

SERVICES EVENT EVT-TLTP
Teaching and Learning Training 
Programme

PAF OSROTHER COMMERCIAL

SERVICES EVENT EVT-TRAIN Training CPD OSROTHER COMMERCIAL
Superceded do not use.  If you have a question please contact 
R&E.

SERVICES SERVICE SERV Services rendered PAF OSROTH COMMERCIAL

The provision of services (i.e. non-research) that don't fall into the 
more specific Service types,
 such as Conference or Consultancy.  Typically, it might be the 
processing of samples, or 
standard construction of wafers (e.g. counting wafers rather than 
supplying them, - supply of wafers would be recorded as an MTA)
Services are rather like consultancy, but involve use of GU 
physical resources (e.g. lab space) rather than it's brains.
These are sometimes recorded on their own, sometimes mixed 
with other types within projects.
Also includes Glasgow University Archaeological Research 
Division (GUARD) 'contracts' .

SERVICES SERVICE SERV-CONSL Consultancy PAF OSRCONS COMMERCIAL

The provision of consultancy services to an external organisation.  
Usually based on the expertise / know-how of an individual and 
for a specified project or purpose.  The person will not be using 
GU facilities, and will not be generating new IP. It has a 
commercial element.  

SERVICES SERVICE SERV-GOODS Supply of Goods PAF OSROTH COMMERCIAL
Routine testing and analysis of materials and components.

SERVICES SERVICE SERV-MTOUT Material Transfer-Out Agreement PAF OSROTHER COMMERCIAL
Description and terms relating to research materials sent from 
GU to a third party.

SERVICES STAFFPOST STF-SECOND Secondment PAF GFSALREC COMMERCIAL

Arrangement in which a member of GU staff is seconded OUT to 
another organisation.  
The agreement includes payment arrangements, IP ownership, 
and responsibilities, e.g. for health and safety.  Typically the staff 
member will have a range of duties at the external organisation 
and not a specific 'consultancy' project which would be classified 
as consultancy.

Workshops will typically be classed as training or conferences depending on whether more training based or not.  They may or may not be CPD.  There are both CPD and non-CPD award types to cover all 
eventualities.
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